AN   AWKWARD   DILEMMA
of all the chambers upstairs were gathered together and
fixed by a single staple into a corner just outside Swin-
burne's door. Exasperated beyond endurance by the
stamping and shouting of the gentlemen above, Swin-
burne dashed out of his room, and, seizing the sheaf of
wires with both hands, set all the bells in the basement
furiously ringing, at the same time shrieking at the top
of his voice: 'The place is nothing but a dirty pot-house,
a dirty pot-house P
This was rather a case of the  pot and the kettle.
Lestocq often  discovered  Swinburne  on  the  doorstep
vainly endeavouring to get his key into the latch, or
fumbling ineffectually in his pockets for the wherewithal
to satisfy an abusive cabman.     On such occasions, his
fellow-lodger would come to the rescue and assist the
poet to his rooms, and the poet, who never forgot his
manners, even in his cups, would insist on offering some
sort of acknowledgement, some memento of his gratitude,
to the man who had befriended him in his extremity.
The 'memento'  usually took the  form  of one of his
books—which he always sent the landlady to reclaim
next day.    Lestocq also used to recount a story relating
to Hollingshead's production of ' The Merry Wives of
Windsor' at the Gaiety Theatre.     It was arranged that
Miss Furtado was to have a song which Swinburne was
asked to write for her, and he did so.     One day the
landlady came to Lestocq saying  that  Miss  Furtado
had brought a poem of Mr,  Swinburne's which she
desired to have altered, but that, Mr. Swinburne being
on his bed temporarily incapacitated, and quite unable
to understand what was wanted, she was at her wits' end
to know what to do.    Lestocq advised Miss Furtado to
write a note to Swinburne, which the landlady would
leave on the  poet's  desk.    Some  days  later,  Lestocq
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